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After her astonishing testimony in the Clarence Thomas hearings, Anita Hill ceased to be a private

citizen and became a public figure at the white-hot center of an intense national debate on how men

and women relate to each other in the workplace.Â Â That debate led to groundbreaking court

decisions and major shifts in corporate policies that have had a profound effect on our lives--and on

Anita Hill's life.Â Â Now, with remarkable insight and total candor, Anita Hill reflects on events

before, during, and after the hearings, offering for the first time a complete account that sheds

startling new light on this watershed event.Only after reading her moving recollection of her

childhood on her family's Oklahoma farm can we fully appreciate the values that enabled her to

withstand the harsh scrutiny she endured during the hearings and for years afterward.Â Â Only after

reading her detailed narrative of the Senate Judiciary proceedings do we reach a new

understanding of how Washington--and the media--rush to judgment.Â Â And only after discovering

the personal toll of this wrenching ordeal, and how she copes, do we gain new respect for this

extraordinary woman.Here is a vitally important work that allows us to understand why Anita Hill did

what she did, and thereby brings resolution to one of the most controversial episodes in our nation's

history.
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I am so glad I read this book - it gave me insight into what a wonderful woman Anita Hill is in

explaining the ordeal she went through in testifying at "the hearings." I must admit that at the time, I



didn't believe Hill's testaments; she appeared nervous and uncertain whereas Thomas appeared

very sure of himself, was outraged, and even went so far as to cry before the Senate Committee

and television cameras. Of course, I now realize that was just an act.Anyhow, I thought that after the

hearings were over, Anita Hill went back home to Oklahoma and went on with her life, the ordeal

forgotten. After reading this book, I had no idea that Hill endured further harassment from students

at the university where she taught, faculty, the media, and people who never knew her nor she

them. It was downright outrageous and disgusting.Hill writes eloquently about her roots, her

upbringing in Oklahoma, her years at Yale Univ. Law School, and her job at the EEOC where she

worked under Clarence Thomas and the harassment she endured from him, her subsequent career

change all the way up until the hearings. It's all interesting and worth reading.Anita Hill is the

catalyst for which the laws of sexual harassment have changed and claims for which are now taken

very seriously. It is very unfortunate that she had to take such torment and emotional brutality as a

result of it, as if harassment from Thomas wasn't enough in and of itself.That Thomas is now sitting

on the highest court in the land for life, knowing the content of his character and demeanor, is

indeed disturbing. But I hope that deep inside he is sorry and feels the utmost remorse and guilt for

his mistreatment of Anita Hill and all his other victims.The truth always come out - maybe not today

or tomorrow - but eventually it does.
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